Concord & 9th – Hello Lovely Card #2

Technique: Smooshing Technique and Heat Embossing
Level: Beginner/Intermediate

TIME: around 10-15 minutes

STAMPS:
Concord & 9th:
Hello Lovely

INKS:
VersaMark
Distress Oxide Inks:
Mowed Lawn
Mustard Seed
Abandoned Coral

ACCESSORIES:
Waffle Flower Water Media Mat
Heat Tool
Anti-Static pouch
Black and White Embossing Powder
Misti Stamping Platform
Black jewels or sequins
Studio Katia embellishment tray
And wand

CARD STOCK AND DESIGNER PAPER:
Neenah Solar White #110
Canson 140# watercolor paper
Simon Says Black

DIRECTIONS:
1. Place your water media mat down on your working surface and have lots of paper towel handy, a paint brush and a mist sprayer
2. Precut your watercolor paper to 4 x 5-1/4
3. Starting with Abandoned Coral Ink, twist the ink pad onto the surface of the water media mat.
4. Give the ink a couple of squirts with the mist bottle
5. Lay your watercolor paper into the ink, lift the paper and use the heat tool to dry it.
6. Repeat as necessary to get the color you want in the spots you want.
7. Use a paper towel to wipe up the ink
8. Change to the next color and repeat
9. Continue with each color until you are happy with your card front
10. Lay it aside to dry while you work on more.
11. Once the ink is completely dry, place the card front into the Misti.
12. Place the floral stamp down the left side of the card front.
13. Using VersaMark embossing Ink, stamp the image.
   TIP – as watercolor paper is lumpy, stamp the image a couple of times to ensure full coverage
14. Cover with black embossing powder, shake off the excess and heat set.
15. Switch out the stamp and emboss the word “lovely” in the bottom right corner.
16. Switch out the stamp for the sentiment.
17. Stamp the sentiment onto the strip of black cardstock and use white embossing powder this time.
18. Trim the sentiment.
19. Use the score tape to attach the art piece to your card base.
20. Add the sentiment with a couple of foam square cut in half on the back
21. Add the sequins with the embellishment wand and the white glue
22. Clean the stamps with the shammy

I have created a video for these cards and the technique which you can view here:
https://youtu.be/MsfHBCMwcC0
Happy Stamping

Sandi

Here are the supplies used. Where available I use Compensated Affiliate Links, which means if you make a purchase through my link, I receive a small commission at no extra cost to you. Thank you so very much for your support, I truly appreciate it.
Tim Holtz Tonic GUILLOTINE COMFORT...

Tim Holtz Tonic Craft MINI SNIPS...

EK Success CRAFT TWEEZERS Precision...

Scor-Pal MINI SCOR-BUDDY Scoring...

MISTI PRECISION STAMPER Stamping Tool...

Simon Says Stamp SMALL TEFON BONE...

Studio Katia EMBELLISHMENT WAND sk014...

The AQUA Absorber Towel 17 x 27...

Studio Katia TRIANGLE TRAY sk2119 at...

3M 2 INCH WIDE POST-IT TAPE 36 Yards...

Neenah Classic Crest 110 LB SMOOTH...

Simon Says Stamp Card Stock 100#...
Tonic LIGHT MIST SPRAY 
BOTTLE Nuvo 2...
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Altenew FLORAL ART Clear Stamps ALT2472 
Altenew FLORAL ART Dies ALT2473 
Floral Art Stamp & Die Bundle
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Altenew SWEET DREAMS Mini Cube Crisp... 
Cerulean Skies 6 Mini Cube Set â€“ Altenew 
Altenew MOLDED LINES Stencil ALT2391
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Altenew WATERCOLOR 
My Favorite Things 
Set of 5 BLENDER BRUSHES
FOAM TAPE...
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And...
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17 x 27...
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